INTRODUCTION
• Vast amount of experimental data on light meson with masses up to 2500 MeV is available. =⇒ The classification of these new data requires a better theoretical understanding of light meson mass spectra.
• Light exotic states (such as tetraquarks, glueballs, hybrids) predicted by quantum chromodynamics (QCD) are expected to have masses in this range.
• It is argued by Glozman et al. that the states of the same spin with different isospins and opposite parities are approximately degenerate in the interval 1700-2400 MeV. An intensive debate is going on now in the literature about whether the chiral symmetry is restored for highly excited states.
• Renewed interest to the Regge trajectories both in (M 2 ,J) and (M 2 , n r ) planes (M is the mass, J is the spin and n r is the radial quantum number of the meson state): their linearity, parallelism and equidistance. =⇒ Assignment of experimentally observed mesons to particular Regge trajectories.
• Problem of scalar mesons:
• Abundance and peculiar properties of light scalars • Experimental and theoretical evidence for the existence of f 0 (600)(σ), K
• Parameters of the model fixed from heavy meson sector with ǫ(p) = p p 2 + m 2 .
• Lorentz structure of V conf = V V conf + V S conf
In nonrelativistic limit • Light tetraquarks in diquark-antidiquark picture
-effective long-range vector vertex of diquark:
for scalar diquark
Γ µ -two-particle vertex function of the diquark-gluon interaction
MASSES OF LIGHT QUARK-ANTIQUARK MESONS
The quasipotential ofinteraction is extremely nonlocal in configuration space for arbitrary quark masses. To make it local ⋆ heavy quarks: nonrelativistic v/c or heavy quark 1/m Q expansion ⋆ light quarks: highly relativistic, substitution
where e.g.
Coul (r) • Important conclusion: Light scalars below 1 GeV cannot be described asmesons in our model
• State mixing
Using the η − η ′ mixing scheme, which accounts for the axial vector anomaly (Feldmann, Kroll, Stech) with mixing angle φ = 38
• and the decay constant ratio y ≡ f q /f s = 0.81
for our values of M η ss = 743 MeV and the pion mass M π = 154 MeV we get
Mixing angle ϕ ≈ 44
• for all considered states in our model 
REGGE TRAJECTORIES
a) The (J, M 2 ) Regge trajectory:
b) The (n r , M 2 ) Regge trajectory:
where α, β are the slopes and α 0 , β 0 are intercepts.
QCD string with two light quarks at the ends gives the slopes:
where σ is the string tension which is equal to the slope of the linear confining potential A
The quasiclassical picture for the massless Salpeter equation with a linear confining potential:
gives for the Regge slopes
Phenomenological analysis and some ADS/QCD models favour: The quality of fitting the π meson Regge trajectories both in (J, M 2 ) and (n r , M 2 ) planes is significantly improved if the ground state π is excluded from the fit (the χ 2 is reduced by more than an order of magnitude and becomes compatible with the values for other trajectories).
In the kaon case omitting the ground state also improves the fit but not so dramatically as for the pion.
=⇒ the special role of the pion originating from the chiral symmetry breaking. 2 ) parent and daughter Regge trajectories for light mesons with natural and unnatural parity (q = u, d).
Trajectory natural parity unnatural parity Table 4 : Fitted parameters of the (n r , M 2 ) Regge trajectories for light mesons. Meson 
MASSES OF LIGHT TETRAQURKS
Light tetraquarks are considered in the diquark-antidiquark picture:
1. Masses and form factors of light diquarks are calculated 2. Tetraquark is considered as a bound diquark-antidiquark state
We take the diquark masses and form factors form our previous studies of heavy baryons in the heavy quark-light diquark picture In the diquark-antidiquark picture of tetraquarks both scalar S (antisymmetric in flavour [. . .] ) and axial vector A (symmetric in flavour {. . .}) diquarks are considered =⇒ Structure of the light tetraquark ground (1S) states (C is defined only for neutral self-conjugated states):
• Two states with J P C = 0 ++ :
• Three states with J P C = 1 +± :
• One state with J P C = 2 ++ : X(2 ++ ) = AĀ.
Lightest scalar tetraquarks
The lightest SS scalar (0 ++ ) tetraquark states form the SU(3) flavour nonet:
• one tetraquark ([ud] • Lightest scalar mesons f 0 (600) (σ), K * 0 (800) (κ), f 0 (980) and a 0 (980) can be interpreted in our model as light tetraquarks composed from a scalar diquark and antidiquark (SS). Therefore, the f 0 (980) and a 0 (980) tetraquarks contain, in comparison to thepicture, an additional pair of strange quarks which gives a natural explanation why their masses are heavier than the strange K * 0 (800) (κ).
• a 0 (1450) should be predominantly a tetraquark state composed from axial vector diquark and antidiquark (AĀ). The exotic scalar state X(1420) from the "Further States" Section of PDG could be its isotensor partner. On the other hand sq(1 3 P 0 ) interpretation is favored for K * 0 (1430). This picture naturally explains the experimentally observed proximity of masses of the unflavoured a 0 (1450) and f 0 (1500) with the strange K * 0 (1430).
• 
CONCLUSIONS
• Completely relativistic treatment of the light quark dynamics allowed us to get masses of the π and K mesons in agreement with experimental data in the considered model, where the chiral symmetry is explicitly broken by the constituent quark masses.
• The lightest scalar(1 3 P 0 ) states have masses above 1 GeV in our model.
• The calculated masses of light mesons reproduce the linear Regge trajectories both in the (J, M 2 ) and (n r , M 2 ) planes. The slope of the orbital excitations α was found to be in average 1.3 times larger than the slope of the trajectories of radial excitations β.
• Possible experimental candidates for the states populating the Regge trajectories were identified.
Predictions for the masses of the missing states were presented. Our results in some cases differ from the previous phenomenological prescriptions. Future experimental data can help in discriminating between the theoretical predictions • The chiral symmetry is not restored for highly excited states in our model. This should be expected since the Lorentz-scalar part of the confining potential explicitly breaks the chiral symmetry.
• Masses of the ground state light tetraquarks were calculated in the diquark-antidiquark picture and the dynamical approach based on the relativistic quark model. Both diquark and tetraquark masses were obtained by numerical solution of the quasipotential wave equations. The diquark structure was taken into account by using diquark-gluon form factors in terms of diquark wave functions.
• It was found that the lightest scalar mesons f 0 (600) (σ), K * 0 (800) (κ), f 0 (980) and a 0 (980) can be naturally described in our model as diquark-antidiquark bound systems.
